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Open to Smart Buildings

Economical and resource-conserving operation of buildings
through integrated planning and needs-based automation.

Friendly Reception for Norderney Visitors
Education Center Planned by the Book
Better Light for Transmission Builders

Smart Building –
Added Value Using
Established Building
Technology
Ask your customers: how can their buildings get smarter? Don’t explain
what’s possible – instead, share what makes the most sense. Comfort,
safety, and energy efficiency are the standards that a smart building
needs to satisfy today – proven building technology from WAGO can
provide the foundation. Learn about our solutions and convince your
clients to move forward.
Knowing What’s Possible!

www.wago.com/smart-building

EDITORIAL
USING OPEN-SOURCE
AUTOMATION
Dear readers,
The possibility of fickle weather in April cannot
be excluded from consideration. The first brightly
sunny days will be followed by clouds bringing
rain, or even more snow. First warm, then cold, dry
or wet, in the constant state of flux that defines
April weather. Some of you will scarcely notices
the weather’s caprice, because it will remain warm
and bright in your offices. Sophisticated room
automation ensures that temperature, sun shading,
and illumination is always optimally adjusted at
your workplace: if clouds roll in and the sky grows
darker, the room illumination adjusts automatically;
if the sun shines, then, depending on the season,
the solar contribution is harnessed to support the
heat, or the sun blinds are activated; and so on.
Smart buildings, that flexibly adjust at all times to
the needs of their users, and are operated energyefficiently and securely, are part of our future. Most
functional buildings are not yet considered ‘smart’
– they lack automation solutions that cover all
building services, which logically combine heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) as primary
systems with temperature, shade, and lighting
control in individual rooms, in order to reduce
energy consumption to a minimum. The lack of networking among devices and systems comes at the
expense of energy efficiency in building operations:
heating and cooling applications waste energy
unnecessarily.
WAGO has the technologies and methods which
are required to implement and securely operate

smart buildings with maximum energy efficiency
and increased user comfort. Communication is
decisive during planning and construction. Only
when specialist planners and architects follow an
approach that includes all trades and systems, and
carefully considered the interfaces, can optimized
building operation be achieved. The right technological platforms are available from WAGO, with
automation solutions and diverse communication
interfaces for easy data exchange between individual devices and building systems.
You can read more in this issue, and learn about
the advantages of projects implemented with
integrated planning and interoperable automation
solutions. For example, having incorporated
sophisticated automation and networking in the
HVAC systems in their newly constructed headquarters, LAE Engineering uses 45 percent less
heating energy than a standard building (page 20).
As demonstrated by the Sparkasse
LeerWittmund’s newly constructed building,
efficiency begins in the wiring installations (page
36). They equipped all of the lights using the
WINSTA® Pluggable Connection System from
WAGO, and saved time during mounting. Do
you want to learn more about other successful
projects? Then we would like to recommend the
articles in this magazine.
Best regards,
Martin Hardenfels

COVER STORY
Open to Smart Buildings
When it comes to energy consumption, buildings
rank ahead of industry and the transportation
sector. The good news is that there are still
potential savings to be had when generating
heat or cooling in commercial and public buildings; and these savings can be accessed using
energy-efficient technologies and open-source,
interoperable automation solutions. A comprehensive, needs-optimized automation of the HVAC
systems (heating, ventilation, air conditioning),
as well as temperature, sun shading, and lighting
controls in the rooms ensures the necessary
information exchange between the individual
system parts and ensures that they function to
efficiently complement each other. However, the
best automation solutions cannot help if they are
not correctly designed. Energy-efficient building
operation is only possible when technical
planners and architects concentrate on the
interfaces and the sensible networking of
individual systems during an integrated design.
Transparency is a foundational prerequisite for
smart buildings, both in point of technology and
also design.
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APPLICATIONS | WHEN IT CONCERNS HIGH TECH – SAVINGS BANK
The Sparkasse LeerWittmund
values a bright, modern atmosphere
in their new headquarters, as well as
open-source building automation to
make fast adjustments.

Room Installation and Automation Solutions

WHEN IT
COMES TO
HIGH TECH –
SAVINGS BANK

With pluggable wiring technology
and an open-source automation system, the Sparkasse LeerWittmund
[savings bank] creates a modern
environment in their newly constructed headquarters in Leer, which
includes generous office spaces,
multipurpose work and communication areas, and versatile conference
rooms. They have thus accepted the
challenge of incorporating a digital
business process.
Competition has changed over time.
Whereas credit institutions used
to compete among each other for
customers, they are now being challenged by internet banks, which are
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always “open”. “Therefore, we must
create targeted technical structures,
that make us faster,” explains Matthias
Hardtke, Organizational Manager at
the Sparkasse LeerWittmund.
The savings bank has created the
preconditions for this in their newly
constructed headquarters in Leer.
The architects worked together with
the builders to develop a spatial
concept with as few walls as possible, to improve collaboration and
communication. Ergonomics were
also taken into consideration. “We
want a modern working world, that
promotes the comfort of customers
and employees alike,” says Hardtke.
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2019

Conference Rooms for Every
Occasion

discussion space around a standing
table.

The consultation and conference
rooms in the new building are no longer differentiated between private
and company customers, or internal
use. Whoever needs to can reserve
an open room. According to Hardtke,
“All rooms are freely available.” The
44 rooms, equipped with a variety of
colors and materials, and different
lighting scenarios, are well suited for
any type of discussion. All the rooms
have a cozy feel, however, they
are also distinctly different in their
furnishings – from a comfortable
sofa that seats an entire family to a

This variety is supported by modern
and open-source building automation. A total of 43 WAGO controllers
(750-880) form the network through
ETHERNET connections. For example, they assume the lighting control
using the DALI protocol, and are
linked to the field level through KNX.
The controllers are programmed so
that the lighting color and intensity
changes over the course of the day.
In order to closely approximate outside lighting conditions, the savings
bank called on specialists, “who con7
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figured the sunlight over Leer and
simulate it throughout the building,”
explains Fred Hastedt. His electrical
engineering company, BFE (Büro für
Elektrotechnik) in Scheeßel, constructed the lighting system according to a design from Peter Andres
(Andres Lichtplanung, Hamburg),
equipping the bank’s new building

via an IP address. “Humans are not
built to sit the entire day under unchanging neon light. Active lighting
is an important contribution to maintaining the health of our colleagues,”
Organizational Manager Hardtke
explains the reason for the technical
expense.

of this point reduces the risk of fire.
The collected data also help with
quality control, and show whether
the incorporated technology is
actually providing the key figures
according to manufacturer specifications. Heat pumps provide a typical
example. Only be measuring the

»With WAGO, we can easily solve the
most varied of problems and carry out
fine adjustments.«
with a total of 2500 downlights and
480 light fields. To reduce mounting
time and to enable checking of the
wiring installations before mounting
the lights, all lights are equipped with
the WINSTA® Pluggable Connection
System from WAGO.

Fast Lighting Installation
thanks to WINSTA®
When the bank is open, the day begins with a cool, white light to “wake
people up”. Over the course of the
day, the light becomes “warmer”, and
evenings are bathed in warm, white
light. The WAGO controllers function
as DALI actuators, connected with
up to seven DALI modules. A total
of up to 448 electronic lamps with
ballasts can be controlled this way.
This high number is necessary,
because, for example, each of the
480 light fields has up to twelve LED
drivers in order to imitate changing
natural light. “That is truly a lot of
DALI addresses, that the WAGO
controllers have to manage,” says
Hastedt. In addition, each downlight
has to be individually controllable
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The indoor temperatures in the
savings building are also controlled
using WAGO technology. “Just
like for the lighting, there are
different scenarios for ventilation
programmed into the corresponding
controllers that precisely manage
the desires of the builders,” explains
Hastedt. For example, after the
end of a conference, a booster fan
starts up to provide an increased air
exchange to refresh the room for the
next meeting.

More Data, More Efficiency
Ultimately, the WAGO technology
helps the savings bank exploit other
advantages. The WAGO controllers
collect electronic data in the connected areas and forward this to the
building management system. In this
way, the demands for ergonomics
and comfort do not interfere with energy efficiency. “We keep a close eye
on the network quality, particularly
with regard to harmonics,” states
Hastedt. The number of ballasts in
conventional wiring installations
places enormous loads on the
ground conductor. Exact observation

seasonal energy performance ratio
can it be determined whether they
correspond to the design specs.
“With WAGO, we can easily solve the
most varied of problems and carry
out fine adjustments,” says Hastedt.
TEXT STEPHAN LAMPE | WAGO
PHOTO THORSTEN SIENK

Room Installation and
Automation Solutions –
Supported by WAGO
• With a variety of colors,
materials, and lighting
moods, every occasion
receives a suitable framework.
• 43 controllers ensure
that the lighting color and
intensity change over the
course of the day.
• 2500 downlights and 480
light fields were equipped
with the WINSTA® Pluggable Connection System.
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TECHNOLOGIES | flexROOM®

NEW INTERFACE FOR
KNX AND SMI
flexROOM® Controller – WAGO‘s Perfect Solution for Room Automation

The flexROOM® Controller was specifically designed for user-friendly room automation. Now, a
single device is the only requirement for perfectly
controlling a building’s lighting, shading and temperature. This multifunction solution also allows
easy integration of building-specific subsystems
from different manufacturers.
In addition to WAGO‘s standard I/O modules
and building-specific DALI and EnOcean systems,
both SMI and KNX are integrated into the
flexROOM® Controller, enabling KNX room control
units to take full advantage of the KNX standard.
Furthermore, a large number of room control units
can be selected independent of manufacturer.
Controlling SMI blind drives via WAGO SMI Modules provides precise blind positioning, making it
a true alternative to conventional drive systems
thanks to quiet operation via soft start technology.
With flexROOM®, the room temperature can be
easily and quickly adapted to users‘ requirements via a web application and convenient user
interface. Both users and service technicians
can parameterize each room individually using a
standard Web browser – no additional software
is required. Using flexROOM®, they can adjust
the controllers independently of the location and
distribution cabinet design. In addition, the
flexROOM® Controller simplifies both diagnostics
and maintenance.

Availability: May 2019
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ADVANTAGES:
KNX Room Control Units:
• Large selection of room control units
with a KNX interface
SMI Module, the Perfect Option for Blind Drives:
• Simplified diagnostics and maintenance,
exact positioning and quiet soft start
• Reduced installation costs and fire loads
thanks to simplified wiring

OPEN TO SMART
BUILDINGS

Many buildings consume more energy for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning than is
necessary. Buildings can be operated in economical and resource-conserving ways through
integrated planning and needs-optimized automation.

40%

of German energy consumption and one-third of
CO2 emissions can be traced back to buildings.
(Source: BMWi)

37%

of total energy consumption by the building
sector comes from the non-residential
buildings. (Source: dena)

x2

is wishful thinking – the envisaged
doubling of the building renovation rate
is not occurring. (Source: dena)

65 billion

represents the annual expenditure for buildings in Germany. (Source: dena)

29 … 41%
of energy could be saved through building
automation. (Source: ZVEI)
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Buildings in the future will offer increased comfort,
the highest levels of security/safety, and maximum
energy efficiency. There is currently a great need
for action regarding the last point: more than one
third of the total energy consumed in Germany and
in the EU can be ascribed to buildings. It is primarily
the non-residential buildings that are of concern:
although the number of commercial and public
buildings is relatively small, they represent a good
third of total consumption in the building sector.
“There are potential energy savings here, which we
urgently need to tap to achieve our climate goals,”
states Christian Stolte, Division Manager of Energy
Efficient Buildings at the German Energy Agency.
In order to reduce consumption for room heating,
hot water, lighting and cooling in buildings, new
laws require the incorporation of energy-efficient
technologies. The European Standard EN 15232
describes methods for building automation and
building management that influence the energy
efficiency of buildings. In addition, the national
energy Saving Ordinance (EnEF 2016) steps up the
energy requirements for new construction. If you
want to achieve conformity with the best efficiency
class A, according to EN 15232, then there is no
way around a comprehensive, needs-optimized
automation of the HVAC systems (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) and also temperature, sun
shading, and lighting regulation in the rooms.

The Advantages of Open-Source Automation
“Building automation is the intelligence in buildings
and the basis for energy efficiency,” states Thomas
Müller, the Deputy CEO of the VDMA Federal Association of Automation + Management for Houses +
Buildings. Open-source, interoperable automation
solutions offer decisive advantages: they can
flexible detect measurement signals and facilitate
easy communication between components from
different manufacturers. In this way, they assist
in solving complex tasks, like the integration of
HVAC technology, which generally consists of a
wide variety of devices and systems form different
disciplines.
Correct automation planning is most certainly no
trifling matter. “Smart buildings focus in particular
on the human being. And this is precisely the point
as to why it is necessary to include building opera-
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tors in the project planning from the very beginning,”
explains Müller, the VDMA expert. However, interdisciplinary automation planning has not been the rule so
far. Technical planers and architects often consider
only the aspects that they have to design, and rely in
many cases on closed solutions, which means that
they often do not consider possible, sensible interactions with other trades and systems.
Their motivation is to construct the systems as quickly,
safely and as easily as possible. The problem arises
in that, although the systems are usually equipped
with communication technology, they either cannot
exchange information at all, or data exchange is problematic, due to a lack of interface planning and the
use of different communication protocols. Integrated
planning provides a solution by following an approach
that spans skilled trades and systems and ensures
information exchanges between the individual system
parts. Energy-efficient building operation is simply
impossible without this.

More Efficiency through Networking
The key to success in integrated planning, and thus
for optimized building operation, likes in an exact
consideration of the interfaces. Interfaces, which are
standardized to the highest possible level, ensure that
all parts of the technical building equipment, from
HVAC to room automation, are networked and can
exchange data. Thus, for example, the sun shades
can only support the heating system in an intelligent
fashion if the demands on individual thermal room
regulation are known in the system. If these informational flows are lacking, then solar energy cannot be
targeted at spaces and used to save heating energy.
Integrated automation is not limited to energy savings; it also increases user comfort. If the sun shade
from the example is coupled to a presence sensor,
then natural light can be guided in a targeted way to
spaces occupied by building users. In the absence of
people, the sun shade closes completely to prevent
the penetration of solar energy and avoid loads on the
cooling system.
By using products and solutions from WAGO, all of the
advantages of comprehensive building automation
can be optimally exploited. They can be used to
evaluate measurement data from the HVAC area over
swift and secure communication paths, so that indoor
temperatures can be regulated in an economical and
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resource-efficient way. The BACnet open-source
communication standard plays an important role
here (see box). It connects different systems and
products, facilitating data exchange between different devices in a single overall system.

Examples of Success
The new “Hafendüne” harbor terminal for the
Norden-Frisia shipping company on Norderney
offers a good example of successful automation.
WAGO controllers constantly collect data from
various areas in the building, for example, inlet and
return flow temperatures in the heating system, indoor temperatures for individual spaces, regarding
electrical consumers, and transmit the information
to a central server. Energy and cost savings are
achieved through the intelligent interplay between
the HVAC systems, the lighting and the ventilation
provided by the automated opening of windows
and the control of small fans.
In the renovation of the Kaiserin-Augusta Hospital
in Berlin and in the new construction for LAE
Engineering, WAGO controllers form the cornerstone for the entire electrical instrumentation,
measurement, and control. The challenge in both
projects consisted in linking devices and systems
into an automated solution at the lowest cost.
This was not a problem for WAGO: according to
LAE CEO Werner Rensch, “The great advantage in
using WAGO systems is that a suitable interface
already exists for almost every system.” At LAE,
WAGO controllers were used for many tasks: for
controlling the heating and cooling technology,
the lighting, the sun shades, and the access and
intruder alarm systems. The intelligent automation
and networking of the systems paid off: LAE’s new
building uses 45 percent less energy for heating
than a building constructed to the currently applicable standards.

With WAGO into the Cloud
With the aid of cloud solutions, building efficiency
can be increased even farther. They facilitate
location-independent access to building data,
simplify the cross-location networking of smart
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buildings and enable the efficient use of facilities. The
WAGO Cloud offers a suitable solution for entry into
the digital world. It offers the option of collecting data
from different systems for analysis in a central location. In addition, all WAGO Controllers can be easily
managed and monitored along with their data and
applications – locally at the computer or on the road
with your smartphone.
As a next step, big data intelligence can facilitate new
approaches, like predictive maintenance, the proactive approach to equipment upkeep. Data analysis
in the cloud can provide results regarding the best
time to perform maintenance on a specific system, or
how to improve energy efficiency. To take advantage
of the advantages of digitization, a comprehensive,
cross-system automation is the necessary first step.
TEXT MARTIN HARDENFELS
PHOTO JENS NIETH

BACnet for More Flexibility
In large projects in particular, the individual
building sections often develop in parallel,
independently of each other. Therefore, there
are numerous protocols so that the projects
can be implemented in the technical building
equipment. The data transmission protocol
BACnet connects different systems and
products, facilitating data exchange between
different devices in a single overall system.
BACnet supports a number of network
technologies and topologies including the IP
protocol, allowing cross-system integration
of HVAC, lighting control, security and fire
alarm systems on the management and
automation level. That means not only increased flexibility, but less maintenance and
installation costs for building automation and
control.
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TECHNOLOGIES | WAGO IoT-BOX

READY TO WORK
Directly into the cloud with the WAGO IoT Box.

WAGO offers the practical IoT solution for recording information from the building technology.
Regardless of whether you are recording operation
messages, measurement or consumption values –
the WAGO IoT Box will transmit everything reliably
and securely to higher-level cloud systems, like
the WAGO Cloud, or to other cloud services. The
Box is universally applicable and optimally suited
for monitoring technical building automation or
for recording energy consumption in distributed
properties.
Enclosed in a solid housing and equipped with pioneering WAGO automation technology, the
factory-assembled WAGO IoT Box is easily configured and commissioned. Customer requirements

can be addressed in a targeted way through interface extensions from the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750.
ADVANTAGES:
• Open and complete solution: rapid connection to the
WAGO Cloud or another cloud system
• Easy to use and commission: configuration instead of
programming
• Direct IT connection: location-independence through
WLAN and mobile communications
• Security: communication with TLS encryption, VPN
tunnel, separation of IT and OT networks
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Room Automation, HVAC

WELCOME TO
NORDERNEY!
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Visitors to Norderney are now
received at a state-of-the-art
harbor terminal.

The new harbor terminal for the Frisia Shipping
Company on Norderney boasts more than
impressive architecture; it also showcases
complex building technology. Components from
WAGO ensure perfect interactions.
A certain level of understatement is casually
attributed to northern Germans. The new harbor
terminal for the Norden-Frisia Shipping Company
on Norderney upends this cliche. Terms like ‘futur-
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istic’, ‘ultra modern’, ‘stellar’, which have been
attributed to the building, are rather atypical of
north Germany. Yet they suit the building. For
around ten million euros, Frisia has built a new,
state-of-the-art harbor terminal, whose rounded
shapes embed it in the island landscape and have
earned it the apt name of “Hafendüne”, or harbor
dune. “Square, practical, cheap was not appealing
to us,” explains Weddermann, Project Manager and
also Assistant Manager of the shipping company.
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High Demands on the Building Automation
Regardless of the architectural finesse, “The core
function of a terminal is to handle our passengers,”
states Weddermann. The Frisia ferries bring around
2.3 million people annually to the island and back; on
peak days, 20,000 people pass through the building.
They now have a generously dimensioned waiting
area, where they can purchase tickets, snacks and
other amenities. The shipping company has moved
their headquarters into the Harbor Dune, where
Weddermann and around 50 other employees have
offices, and two conference rooms, for meetings
of Management and Executive Boards.
In addition, the shipping company sets high standards for environmental responsibility. The energy
consumption should be close to carbon neutral,
which is achieved by using a geothermal system and
an active concrete core roof. The equipment also
includes heated floors. In contrast, Frisia omitted
a classic ventilation system. Air exchange takes
place primarily through the automated opening
of windows and controlling small fans. This is of
primary importance in the passenger waiting hall,
in which 1300 people can be waiting during peak
hours. Bottom line: it was a true challenge to equip
the building for these tasks. “This is by far the most
complex project that we have implemented up to
now,” declares Klaus Mayrhofer, CEO of VM-Technik,
specialists in building automation.

Integrated Approach during Planning
Mayrhofer was responsible for providing the unifying
shape to the entire building technology for the Harbor
Dune. “What was special about this project was that
the building designers in all trades understood the
whole, and followed an integrated approach,” effuses
the electrical engineer. Regardless of whether the
carbon neutral heating is achieved using geothermal
heat and heat pumps, modern LED lighting, ventilation of the passenger hall, or air conditioning of the
office, the important point for Klaus Mayrhofer was
to reconcile all of the planners’ demands and desires,
and to determine how the overall technology would
not only function automatically, but harmoniously and
efficiently as well. He achieved this using components
from WAGO. They provide the foundation for the entire
electrical instrumentation, control and regulation for
the Hafendüne. “We knew that we would face complex
challenges. Since we are system partners with WAGO,
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we also knew that the solutions from Minden would
have the requisite depth, both with regards to hardware and software,” says Mayrhofer.

Decentralized Intelligence
Because the terminal is divided into different
areas – passenger hall, administration, an archive,
and other areas – a decentralized intelligence
was adapted to it. “We installed a total of seven
distributed automation focal points in the building,” according to Mayrhofer. WAGO controllers
from the core of the building’s central nervous
system by transmitting all of the data to a central
server. Numerous sensors and actuators constantly provide information, for example, regarding the states of the valves and pumps, inlet and
return flow temperatures, indoor temperatures
for individual spaces, CO2 values in the passenger hall, electrical consumers, and also important
weather data like light values are taken into
consideration. The list of all of the data points,
that are detected and processed using WAGO
technology, extends over four DIN A4 pages.
“The most extensive is probably the hydraulic
control of the heating and cooling flows,”
explains Mayrhofer. The interplay between geothermal heat sensors, heat pumps, and active
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concrete core is enormously sophisticated.
Particularly since the Frisia employees can each
independently regulate the temperature and
climate controls in their offices using their own
operating elements. The conference rooms use
modern touch panels for this. Yet another finesse
appears in the lighting: the DALI bus generates
control commands for building lighting depending on natural light levels. When the sun sinks into
the North Sea in the evenings, the exterior lights
switch automatically from path-lighting mode to
bathe the building in blue light – the color of the
Frisia Shipping Company.

Door Control by App
The fire alarm system, including fire dampers
and fans, is likewise linked into the central WAGO
building automation. Another important point
relates to energy monitoring. “All data related to
heat production and usages are archived, which
enables us to constantly optimize the system.
Substantial potential can be found in complex
installations like this one,” explains Mayrhofer.
The visualization implemented with WAGO
technology has proven extremely helpful in presenting the information in clear trend charts. All
data are available for off-site perusal via a secure
data line.
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For Project Manager Olaf Weddermann, the opening and closing of the terminal’s large glass doors
should be included among the more important
building technology functions. They are an important tool in guiding the large crowds of passengers
in an organized way down from the ferry or up to
the ferry in a short period of time. “We originally
had no plans to handle this using sophisticated
technology,” says Weddermann. However, he was
convinced by the possibilities. “The door controls
can be operated on a tablet using a WAGO app,”
explains Mayrhofer.
This is not just a gimmick: thanks to the tablet
app, employees can open and shut accesses to
the island and the ferry while standing in the passenger hall, where they have a good overview of
the flows of arriving and departing passengers.
Mayrhofer has also installed WAGO systems on
the “Frisia IV”, where they control heating and
ventilation. “I just asked if the WAGO technology
would function there, and the answer was an
unqualified yes,” states Weddermann. Everything
runs in the Harbor Dune – as they say in north
Germany – very nice and orderly.
TEXT STEPHAN LAMPE | WAGO
PHOTO JENS NIETH
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ARENA OF
POSSIBILITIES

What goes into building automation? The new
LAE construction will demonstrate.

TITLE | ARENA OF POSSIBILITIES
Energy efficiency, comfort, safety/security – LAE
Engineering’s new building impresses with
powerful building automation. The WAGO-I/OSYSTEM 750 forms the foundation.
LAE Engineering, an engineering consulting firm
specializing in building technology, industrial
engineering, and energy production, was sorely in
need of a new company headquarters in 2017. “In
the meantime, our employees had been scattered
across five different locations, and space was
getting short,” remembers Werner Rensch, CEO and
co-owner of the company, located in Wiesloch in the
Rhine-Neckar district.
During planning, LAE placed primary importance
on a modern working environment for their
employees. Today, the building boasts space for
lounges and discussion islands throughout, and
teams may freely decide how to organize their
spaces – group workstations, open space work
environments, and individual offices are all in use.
Rensch also focused during the design stage on
one aspect that is particularly important for the
company: “We wanted to construct a building
that could serve as a reference for all of our
business areas, and that we could use to demonstrate the possibilities to our customers.”

Heating and Cooling with Geothermal
Systems
LAE relies on efficient geothermal energy for
heating and cooling. Eleven boreholes, extending
up to 100 meters deep into the earth, ensure
warm water at a consistent 14 degrees Celsius.
This water is used in winter to heat the rooms
using floor heating and a heat pump; in summer,
the same system provides cooling. “This functioned optimally during the hot summer of 2018,”
reports Rensch. With its modern heating systems,
the building satisfies the requirements for a KfW
efficiency house 55 – it consumes 45% less energy
for heating that a building constructed to the
currently applicable standards.
LAE is certified as a solution provider for WAGO
in the building technology business sector.
“Therefore, we naturally used building automation
solutions based on the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750,”
states Rensch. A node and a 750-831 controller
are located on each of the four floors. A higherlevel PFC200 Controller is additionally installed in
ground floor. This controls the geothermal system
and receives and distributes the data from the
weather station installed on the roof.
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»The great advantage
in using the WAGO
system is that a suitable interface already
exists for almost
every system.«

TITLE | ARENA OF POSSIBILITIES

Controllers Regulate all Building Systems
The controllers on the individual floors control
all remaining building technology systems. “The
big advantage of the WAGO system is that a
suitable interface is available for almost every
system, including the SMI bus for controlling
blinds” explains Rensch.. The WAGO controllers
set the blinds depending on the angle of solar
incidence. The necessary data are provided by
the interconnected weather station. In addition,
employees can set their own blinds depending
on their needs, which overrides the automated
settings from the controller.
The lighting control functions in a similar fashion.
“All lights throughout the building have a DALI
interface,” according to the CEO. “This allows
them to be dimmed and switched on and off by
the controller.” In this way, for example, all of the
lighting may be switched off over night. This prevents lights from being accidentally left on over
night at LAE In addition to the timed control, a
presence detector is also linked into the different
areas. Different lighting scenarios are also programmed for the lounge areas, to be selected as
desired. Naturally, there are still classic switches
for turning the lights on and off and dimming
them. Central on and off switches for entire areas
are also provided – an important feature for the
cleaning staff.

Seamlessly Redividing Rooms
All switches and buttons for lighting, sun shades,
and heating, and also the room thermostats are
based on the EnOcean protocol. This wireless
protocol offers high flexibility, as the operating elements do not have to be wired to the controller.
“This let’s us redivide our spaces quickly when
we need to.” Rensch explains, “High flexibility was
an important point for us, which is why we have
no structural elements in the floors besides the
stairwells.” All walls are designed of lightweight
construction materials and can be redeployed.
The operating elements based on EnOcean are
then applied back on the appropriate wall, and,
if necessary, the lights, heating vents, and sun
blinds are assigned to new areas. “New assignments are carried out in the controller and are
accomplished in mere minutes,” states Rensch.
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The controllers can also be easily equipped with
suitable interfaces for other systems in building
technology. The LAE project included interfaces
for BACnet, Modbus® and M-Bus. However, serial
RS 232-/-485 interfaces as well as analog and
digital inputs and outputs are also used. „In this
way, we can show our customers that we can link
all currently-marketed devices and systems at
low cost into an automation solution,” explains
LAE’s CEO. WAGO controllers in the new company headquarters also control the heating and
ventilation technology. In addition, the separate
access and intrusion detection systems can be
linked in via an interface.

Visualization on an Integrated Webserver
The design, configuration, and programming
of the WAGO system was implemented using
the e!COCKPIT automation software solution. It
enables both easy programming in the languages
according to the IEC 61131-3 standard, and
simultaneously offers easy visualization, which
is implemented on a webserver contained in the
controller. By this means, setpoint values can be
changed, the actual values from various sensors
can be read and evaluated. The technologies of
the future are already in use. Thus, LAE awarded a
bachelor’s degree for a thesis on voice controls.
A student will soon be able to begin implementing voice control using WAGO systems.
TEXT MICHAEL DEWALD | WAGO
PHOTO ULRICH ROTH, VOR-ORT-FOTO

Brief Portrait: LAE Engineering
LAE stands for Leittechnik, Automatisierung and Elektrotechnik
[lighting technology, automation, and electrical engineering],
and thus the complete bandwidth offered by the engineering
solutions company. „We are an engineering firm that can offer
maximum impact through comprehensive specialization,”
states CEO Werner Rensch. Correspondingly, the around 65
employees are also overwhelmingly engineers and technicians.
In the building technology sector, LAE implements projects
exclusively for functional buildings, like office complexes, production halls, data centers, or clinics.
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Room Automation, HVAC

INNOVATION IN
OLD BUILDINGS

Linking innovative heating and cooling systems to intelligent control technology in building automation promises advantages for energy efficiency in addition to increased user comfort. Using the
renovation of the former Kaiserin-Augusta Hospital in Berlin as an example, it becomes clear that a
comprehensive approach is particularly sensible for solutions in existing and older buildings.

The front entrance of the form
Kaiserin-Augusta Hospital after
substantial renovations.
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When KARL STORZ, an endoscope manufacturer, purchased the former hospital in order to
strengthen their presence in Berlin, it was obvious
that the old building needed to be gutted and
completely renovated. There were also a number
of restrictions in the energy fields that had to be
considered. After completing the rehabilitation
and renovation, visitors to KARL STORZ’ new location in the federal capital, which includes a training
and visitor center, will be greeted by a sophisticated
mixture of tradition and modernity.
These include a forward-looking heating concept
and high-efficiency building control technology
threaded throughout the building, proving that the
new facility for KARL STORZ SE & Co. KG is both
innovative and quite comfortable. The successful
cooperation between S&L Kühldecken und Heizungssysteme GmbH & Co. KG, a Brandenburg
company specializing in cooling ceilings and
heating systems, and TPN Service GmbH & Co.
KG produced individually-adapted, high-quality
building technology in a short installation period.
Both companies participated during the renovation planning stage – linked in through the GESA
network.

Innovative Heating Concept
KARL STORZ’ capital facility is located on the
return line of the district heating network for a
power plant, meaning that only waste heat is
available from the system. The guaranteed supply
temperature is therefore only 40°C. Consequently,
a capillary tube system in a flat arrangement was
installed in the visitor and training center for heating and cooling. These systems can operate even
at low supply temperatures, which made it
possible to link the building into the return line
of the available district heating network. This
additional cooling in the return line also increases
the power plant’s efficiency. The implementation
of a district heating supply at these types of low
temperatures in the power plant’s return line was
unique in Berlin at this time. This innovation has
proven itself every day,” explains Peter Schober,
Dipl.-Ing., CEO at S&L.
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Saving Energy and Costs During Cooling
Cooling the building during the warm summer
days is carried out using cooling ceilings, which
are likewise realized as capillary tube systems. By
using KNX Temperature and Moisture Sensors, in
connection with intelligent software programming,
it was possible to implement the cooling ceilings
without the use of unsightly, expensive, highmaintenance dew point sensors. Conventional
chillers, installed on the roof of the visitor and
training center, supply the cooling system. One
of them is also equipped with a so-called free
cooling function, so that cool outside air can be
used during the cold months to air-condition the
server rooms, for example. For this purpose, it
is sufficient that the chiller draws coldness from
the environment. Since the chillers do not have to
generate this coldness, they save energy.

Centralized Yet Individualized Shade
Control
Sun blinds, which offer shade, are fitted to almost
all of the windows in the visitor and training center.
Interior air conditioning is supported in a simple
way by preventing summer-time overheating
caused by incoming solar energy. This reduces
the cooling load on the air conditioning systems,
which in turn protects the environment and
company finances. The automated tracking of the
blind positions during changing light conditions is
carried out using a central light sensor on the roof,
which calculates values for all of the building’s sun
shades.

WAGO Building Automation
The integration of the intelligent building control
technology, including the climate controls, was
carried out by Marco Puchalski, CEO of TPN
Service. As installed, the control concept for the
building automation facilitates comfortable and
needs-oriented use of energy efficient technology. It is based on the use of non-proprietary
sensors, actuators, and WAGO controllers. The
wide variety of interfaces in the WAGO controllers enable connections, from simple switches,
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In the winter garden, you can
see the symbiosis of older,
retained construction and
new surfaces.

through relays, sensors, dimmers up to diverse
bus systems from different manufacturers.

Sustainability through ManufacturerIndependent Implementation

Simple Operation due to an Open System

Puchalski places a high value on the sustainability
of building controls that he installs and programs.
“Due to the overwhelming use of standardized
technology, we can guarantee operation of our
systems, regardless of manufacturer, for the long
term. Individual parts can be easily acquired in the
case of a fault or an expansion. The software used
is simply reinstalled.” The development logic in
the controller can be easily reused and expanded
as necessary. Even in the worst case, only small
adjustments are required for the hardware and
software.

Operations for the entire system were configured
as open. This means that users only need an
internet-capable end device (computer, tablet,
smartphone) and corresponding access to the
network. TPN Service programmed a browserbased program to facilitate access to the building
automation. Thus, all authorized persons can
access the system by entering a password into a
device linked to the network. Due to this internetbased connection, remote maintenance or
operation of the systems is possible at all times.
Puchalski considers user-friendly interfaces and
clear menu navigation as necessary foundations
for user-oriented software solutions.
A strand diagram for heating, ventilation, and
lighting, designed by S&L and TPN, additionally
facilitates the work of technicians and building
managers. Pending malfunctions are recorded
and reported in the system in the form of deviating
values. With the help of this information, the building technology can alleviate the defect before the
building users have noticed the disruption.
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High Technology, Entwined with History
With their commitment to renovation that uses
innovative technologies to increase energy
efficiency, KARL STORZ has painted an accurate
picture of their own company: high technology,
entwined with history – a successful blending of
tradition and modernity.
TEXT MM-PR | WAGO
PHOTO KARL STORZ SE & CO. KG
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TECHNOLOGIES | BACNET

MQTT INTERFACE UNLOCKS
PERFORMANCE
Perfect Foundation for Smart Buildings – WAGO‘s PFC200 BACnet/IP Controller

WAGO has expanded its PFC200 family with the
addition of the new BACnet/IP Controller. Packing
a standardized MQTT interface, the device unites
this with the open-source Linux® operating system and user-friendly e!COCKPIT Engineering
Software, This combination of features makes
the controller ideal for smart building applications
while meeting modern building automation requirements.
The new controller has a standardized MQTT
(open messaging protocol) interface and an
interface to establish a connection between the
modular WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM and the BACnet net-

ADVANTAGES:
High-Performance Controller
with MQTT Interface:
• Secure, standard connection to cloud
solutions via MQTT protocol and TLS
1.2 encryption
Creation of Multiple BACnet Objects:
• Realization of large system projects
with a multitude of BACnet objects
per controller
e!COCKPIT Engineering Software:
• Convenient engineering process
based on CODESYS V3
Specifications:
• BACnet Building Controller (B-BC),
BACnet Revision 14
• WAGO‘s high-performance PFC200
BACnet/IP Controller complies
with applicable industry standards
and has passed all standard BACnet
interoperability tests.
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work. Both the real-time capable Linux® operating
system and CODESYS V3-based e!COCKPIT
Engineering Software are used to program the
controller.
The controller shows its strengths in large system
projects, where it can reliably and simultaneously
automate a large number of BACnet objects.
This high-performance controller complies with
applicable industry standards, meets all market requirements and has successfully passed standard
BACnet interoperability tests.

Available: June 2019

APPLICATIONS | SHINING EXAMPLE
The attractions of the EEZ in Aurich extend
across the region, and not just because of its
glittering, metallic facade.

Room automation

SHINING
EXAMPLE
Can the different demands by building users be
handled by one concept for room automation?
The planners proved the hypothesis during the
construction of the Energy, Education, and Entertainment Center (EEZ) in Aurich.
The futuristic design and glittering facade make it
clear from a distance that the Energy, Education,
and Entertainment Center (EEZ) in Aurich is
something special. With a combination of exhibitions and scholastic and practical education, the
EEZ forms a beacon regarding modern learning.
Educational institutions, like the Gymnasim
Ulricianum in Aurich use it to provide new
possibilities in teaching about the natural
sciences, including chemistry and biology.
The building automation in the EEZ can be considered a case in point: although many different
user demands converge, the center follows a
consistent, cleanly implemented overall concept.
This is successful, because all participants in the
planning and construction sat down together at
the beginning of the process and jointly brought
the project forward – integrated planning at its
finest.
“This type of building necessitates and also simply deserves consideration of networking from
the first planning stages, to gain the greatest success from the project,” says Lutz Lüßen, Project
Manager at Hermes Systeme GmbH, the company
responsible for the automation in the EEZ.
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Networked Concept from the Beginning
The operators now profit from the fact that the
employees in building technology have compete
system access everywhere, regardless of their
location in the building. The automation presents
itself as a unified whole; even the panels on the
decentrally distributed controllers are identical.
Air conditioning is an example of a substantial
challenge during automating the EEZ. Areas
where people assemble need to be treated differently than lecture, seminar, or office spaces. For
the Auricher Bäder-Hallenbetriebsgesellschaft
mbH & Co. KG (abh), which operates the EEZ, this
became a question of knowing which amounts of
air were moving where, and to what extent they
needed to be heated. “Our goal is to operate the
building as economically as possible,” says
Gerhard Boekhoff, Head of Properties and
Building Management for the city of Aurich,
which is the sole shareholder in abh.
The knowledge about the exact energy flows and
the operating costs linked to them is also necessary to separate publicly accessible areas, like
the exhibition spaces, from rooms that are used
or rented by companies and institutions. To fairly
calculate utility bills, all data are measured for the
media used, like ventilation, air conditioning, or
heating.
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»We equipped the EEZ with the

WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 because highly interesting projects
can be economically realized due
to the multifaceted application
possibilities of the system.«

WAGO Controller as the Central Interface
PFC200 controller from WAGO are responsible
for collecting and providing the data in the EEZ.
In addition, they control the heating and cooling
circuits, room temperature controls, and soldering station ventilation, as well as controlling
the chillers and heat exchangers. Visitors to the
west wing of the EEZ, which is open to the public,
can concretely see how the automation system
functions.

The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 forms the
core of building automation in the EEZ.
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The controller forms the central interface for a
number of different sectors of the building technology. The intrusion alarm system responsible
for this area is switched here. The data from the
sensors for consumption measurements flow
into the I/O system through the M-bus via corresponding communication interfaces. An MP-bus
is installed as another information protocol, for
controlling actuators, flaps, or control valves.
Linking the chillers and the heat exchangers
is realized using ETHERNET; the same applies
for the control system formed by the WAGO
controllers, and also the integration of panel PCs
for operations and visualization. In total, eight
building and functional areas are defined in the
EEZ, with a WAGO controller as the keystone
for each. Therefore the WAGO control system
WAGO DIRECTBUILDING | NO. 01 / 2019
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Due to changing exhibits, it was necessary to provide sensors for the building
automation that could be moved, and to
connect them wirelessly.

communicates in many ways with the connected
actuators or the technical aggregates used in the
building automation technology.

EnOcean Communication for Compete
Flexibility
Keeping in mind that the west wing of the EES
is primarily designed for changing exhibitions,
wireless technology is used for room environmental controls. Wireless field devices with EnOcean communication are therefore necessary,
because partition walls are used to change the
configuration of the publicly accessible spaces,
depending on the exhibits, the differences in the
items on display, and requirements for guiding
visitors. “We don not actually know how future
exhibits are going to be spatially designed, and
whether a permanently installed sensor will be
located behind an advertising pillar or a partition
wall,” Lüßen explains the primary reason for
using field devices whose positions can be
changed. In order that the wireless sensors
for temperature, humidity, or CO2 do not lose
contact with the WAGO controllers, a precise
illumination place was provided for the EEZ, with
detection angles and ranges for the EnOcean
wireless network.
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Regardless of which subsystem ultimately works
with which communication protocol, and which
tasks have to be carried out in which building
areas, all parts of the building automation can
be directly connected to the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM
750 due to the comprehensive programs on
functional cards. The controllers bundle all
accumulated data and form a network among
themselves using TCP/IP. With the assistance
of Hermes Systemen, this structure paves the
way for making the entire building automation
system available for remote maintenance, using
the central IT of the EEZ and a VPN tunnel

Open Concept and Cooperation as a
Recipe for Success
In this project, a colorful collection of interests,
spatial requirements, and investor preconceptions had to be linked and combined. “We
equipped the EEZ with the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM
750 because highly interesting projects can be
economically realized due to the multifaceted
application possibilities of the system,” states
Lüßen.
The EEZ in Aurich is now a textbook case
for a comprehensive and cleanly conceived
implementation of building automation. “This
does not always work with so many renters and
participants involved. We succeeded, because
everyone in the group worked intensively to find
the correct overall concept, and we also had two
young specialist planners at the table, who used
holistic and integrated considerations to bring
their projects to fruition,” summarized Lüßen.
TEXT STEPHAN LAMPE | WAGO
PHOTO THORSTEN SIENK | 360 GRAD
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Core of the L&T Sporthaus – the 7.5 by 16
meter wave pool. A generous atrium provides
an unimpeded view from all floors.

Lighting Installation and Automation Solutions

RIDING THE WAVES
UNDER THE LED LIGHTS
32
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With indoor surfing, integrated fitness studio,
regularly scheduled sports events, and comprehensive services, the L&T sports house in
Osnabrück makes it easy to experience sports.
The lighting concept plays a central role in all of
this. Around 4500 LED lights, controlled using
WAGO controllers, create a specialized
atmosphere at L&T.
Extending over five floors with more than 5,000
square meters of sales space, there is more to
the L&T sports house than providing the right
goods at the right time: experience shopping is
the order of the day. The designers’ ambitious
goals are to draw sporting events into the facility
and invite the public to spend their free time
there. They are reaching out to customers using
new, sustainable concepts.
The core of the new building, which connects
directly to the L&T fashion house, is the wave
pool, spanning 7.5 by 16 meters. An “endless
wave” invites people to try indoor surfing. The
entire sports complex is designed around this
pool. A generous atrium offers an unimpeded
view of the pool from all floors. There is a podium
for presentations and performances in the lower
level.

High Altitude Training in Osnabrück
Visitors, who want to participate, can meet in the
integrated fitness studio, located on the second
floor. Both casual and professional athletes can
train on more than 800 square meters of the
most modern equipment. In addition, the air
pressure and oxygen content can be adjusted in
the entire cardio and circuit training areas. This
allows athletes to retain their fitness for high
altitudes of up to 2500 meters, or to prepare for
competitions in a targeted fashion.
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The sports house naturally wants to sell its
products. Men and women will each find an entire floor tailored to their interests with specific
sports offerings. Areas for seasonal sports,
sports shoes, street fashion, urban mobility and
outdoor items fill out the portfolio of possibilities.

Products and Events Set the Scene
Lighting plays an essential role in the L&T
concept. New research studies prove that light
in the sales areas can positively influence the
perception and comfort of customers. In the
case of innovative lighting designs, like those
implemented in the L&T sports house, the goal
is to stage the products and events in a way that
move beyond mere excellent lighting quality
to scenarios that are diverse and inspiring.
Customers should feel comfortable and enjoy
lingering there.
VEDDER LICHTMANAGEMENT, a lighting firm
from Munich, was responsible for the lighting
design. In a facility that relies on experience
shopping and events, one lighting scenario, that
can only be switched on and off, is inadequate
at best. To achieve optimal illumination in all
areas of the facility, the lighting designers used
around 4500 LED lights on the five floors – each
individual light is precisely placed and separately
controllable.
“In order to quickly adjust the lights to changing
circumstances, and also to retain constant
illumination levels throughout the year, we selected LED lights with DALI interfaces,” explains
Lutz Brinkmann, Technical Manager at L&T. “In
addition to a basic level, which is activated in
the mornings for the cleaning service, and which
remains constant over the course of the day,
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lighting scenarios were programmed that are
oriented toward the events.”
A series of higher-level lighting settings for
fashion shows, basket ball tournaments, or presentations are available at the push of a button.
In addition, there are lighting scenarios for the
pool area, specifically for “the wave”, and for
presentations in the sales areas.

Flexible Lighting Control
In preparation, the designers considered numerous questions about how to structure the controls
and the programming. “The lighting control
must function flexibly and be quickly adaptable
to new circumstances,” explains Heiko Runge,
Project Supervisor and Programmer at ebm
elektro-bau-montage GmbH & Co. KG, Osnabrück.
Each light is a data point that can be individually
controlled, including the brightness levels. This is
carried out through the building technology, via a
touchscreen in the control center, or directly on
the sales floor using a smartphone.

The WAGO PFC200 Controllers form the core
of the lighting control. All of the data for the
individual lighting scenarios and all brightness
values are stored in a MySQL database in the
controller. This database solution offers several
advantages to Runge, for example, all brightness
changes are centrally managed and controlled.
Changes at individual lighting elements or the
DALI controllers are unnecessary. Assigning
lights to different scenarios can be carried out
individually during the course of the program. If
a product or product grouping should receive
special highlighting, then the lights over these
items are set to 100 percent, those in the vicinity
are dimmed, and the whole series is stored as a
lighting scenario.
In addition to the DALI lighting controls, other
interfaces were also integrated into the WAGO
automation system. Thus, control of lighting for
events in the pool is carried out over DMX, the
KNX protocol is used for control functions in the
technology and public spaces, and to link in the
media technology. The data points are linked

The lighting concept
plays a central role in
the L&T sports house.
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into a higher-level BACnet building management
system designed by Kieback & Peter.

Proven System
For continuous communication from the controller up to the lights, twelve PFC200 controllers
from WAGO, which are distributed across the
facility, regulate devices at the field level. A
maximum of 64 DALI lights can be controlled per
DALI line. To maintain flexibility and expandability
in the system, the designers included reserves,
no distributor is linked to more than 50 lights.
To control the 4500 lights, ebm installed 1008
distribution boxes in the sports house, which
are each controlled using a 753-647 DALI
Multi-Master Module from WAGO. For safe
connections from the control cabinet and distribution boxes, ebm relies on the WAGO WINSTA®
Pluggable Connection System Since the distributor boxes are integrated into the ceilings, and
are accessible only with great difficulty, ebm only
considered proven systems in their designs.
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In selecting the components for the DALI
system, ebm placed importance on their compliance with the IEC 62386 DALI standard. This
is the only way to guarantee interoperability of
all DALI bus users. “As an artisan enterprise that
implements large electrical engineering projects, we recognize the value of WAGO quality,”
explains Andreas Ennen, CEO of ebm. “We have
many positive experiences with this company’s
products. Whenever there is a specialized need,
WAGO proves itself to be very flexible, addresses
our expectations, and provides the support we
need.”
Brinkmann also praises the flexibility of the lighting controls and the use of WINSTA®. “There are
renovation actions in the planning stages, that
we will undertake with the same partners and the
same basic concepts.”
TEXT WAGO
PHOTO L&T/JENS SUNDHEIM
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When producing automotive parts, efficiency
and quality are essential factors – and lighting significantly influences both.

To ensure optimal lighting for its workers in all
production areas, the automotive supplier
GETRAG FORD Transmission GmbH in Cologne
has replaced their fluorescent tubes with modern,
energy-efficient LEDs. WAGO Lighting
Management ensures continuous brightness
levels around the clock.
Good lighting has large effects on productivity,
because humans remain highly responsive to
visual information. It also creates a comfortable,
motivating work atmosphere. Lighting studies
show that people are more productive and work
with greater concentration under optimal visual
conditions. The work quality increases and the
error rates drop. Another aspect in industrial
production, which should not be overlooked, is
that good lighting positively influences worker
well-being, and thus their health. This topic is so
important that the technical regulations for workplaces include detailed requirements for lighting
systems.

Modernization of Transmission Manufacturing
GETRAG FORD Transmissions invests regularly in
improvements to production quality. Therefore,
the company decided to completely rehabilitate
their Cologne facility. New equipment, new floors,
fresh paint on the walls and ceiling create bright,
comfortable working conditions. And the newly
installed lighting system lets the hall shine. Transmissions for different vehicles made by Ford,
Volvo, Land Rover and Mercedes-Benz are
produced in the freshly renovated building.
GETRAG FORD Transmissions is a product division of Magna Powertrain, a Magna International
subsidiary. Under the auspices of Magna, the
company develops and produces drivetrain
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solutions for the automotive sector. Since its
founding in 1935, the company has developed
from a family-owned enterprise in Swabia to an
automotive vendor with global reach. Their broad
product portfolio includes manual transmissions,
double-clutch and hybrid transmission designs
for passenger and commercial vehicles. In order
to satisfy specific customer requests, from concept up to series production, the company employs more than 16,300 workers in development
and production on three continents.

Quality Factor: Light
During the day, the assembly hall at GETRAG
FORD Transmissions in Cologne is quite bright,
since a relatively large amount of natural light
enters through the skylights. During times of
bright natural lighting, the artificial lights are
dimmed to support the day light. The highest
levels of lighting intensity are reserved for the
evening and night hours.
“Good lighting is an absolute necessity in transmission manufacturing, explains Walter Focke,
the technician responsible for the new lighting
system at GETRAG Ford Transmissions. “Light is
already a direct factor in quality. It has happened
that multiple lights failed in a short period of time
in one area, and our maintenance team did not
react quickly enough to remedy the problems.
This had direct, negative impacts on quality,
because the workers could no longer see well.” It
is especially important in the assembly areas that
there is correct lighting, because the workers
have to precisely recognize small distinctions.

New Lighting in a Practical Test
Comprehensive planning and field tests preceded the comprehensive rehabilitation of the
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transmission building at the Cologne facility.
Philips, a long-term lighting provider and partner
for illumination questions provided the lighting
calculations. Key data were determined from
the building circumstances. The positioning and
spacing of the individual lights and light strips
should not need to be changed, and the number
of light inserts was also fixed at 20 lights per
strip.
In was important for the company to check the
light calculations in a practical test. Walter Focke
had the corresponding lights installed on a test
surface in order to measure the illumination
levels. The occupational health regulations
prescribe an illumination level of 500 lux for
assembly floors, and 100 lux for walkways and
storage areas.
LED lights are, like other illumination sources,
subject to aging: thus, they lose luminosity
over time. „For this reason,” explains Focke, “we
planned for a reserve in the design. After all, we
want to be able to call up the necessary 500 lux
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in the assembly hall over the entire lifecycle of
the lights, so we currently operate the lighting
system at 80 percent output.”

Higher Energy Efficiency
The old, conventional lighting, with two, 49-watt
fluorescent lights, was replaced throughout the
hall with LEDs. The advantage of LED illumination:
it requires less power, only 36 watts, and provides
a higher light yield.
In direct comparison of energy consumption,
there are clear advantages for the new LED
lighting systems. GETRAG FORD Transmissions
examined two test cases, which correspond to
facility use: use during the day shift with natural
light, and also in three-shift operation. Operation
as a support to natural light resulted in savings of
around 70 percent, three-shift operation led to
savings of around 30 percent.
Consistent lighting is essential when producing
high-end transmissions. Therefore, the company
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WAGO technology ensures optimal lighting
conditions in the production hall of GETRAG
FORD Transmissions.

addition, WAGO convinced me with their modular
construction style.”
The system remains flexible, because it can be
expanded with additional modules at any time.
Additional modules allow for the implementation
of new functions, for example, power measurements.

»Depending on our needs, we
can order the modules individually and plug them together.«
installed light sensors in the assembly areas in
order to be able to control the lighting system as
a function of available natural light, and to illuminate all surfaces uniformly.

Lighting Management at European Standards
It was important for Focke in the selection of lights
and control technology to work at a European standard which is mature enough that all well-known
manufactures offer it, and which will be easily
obtainable several years down the road for expansions and replacement parts. Lighting management
with DALI lighting control was the ideal solution for
the company. WAGO designed and implemented
the controller following the lighting concept
designed by Philips.
The WAGO solution provided several advantages
to Walter Focke, because specialized programming is unnecessary. „We can simply access
the bus through a fixed interface, and we can
link to lights and sensors using this interface. In
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A complete conversion to LED lights is
planned.
„In the first hall section, we concentrated on
creating the optimal workplace lighting for our
colleagues. The hall lighting incorporates natural
light through sensors, and controls the lights
according to the brightness. The lights are
switched on using a classic tablet provided
with luminous buttons,” explains Focke. Today,
at the end of shift, the responsible employee
walks through the hall and switches the lights off
manually. GETRAG FORD Transmissions plans to
successively equip the entire hall lighting with
LEDs in the coming year. A central lighting control is also under consideration over the course
of this project.
TEXT DANIEL KOCKS | WAGO
PHOTO JENS SUNDHEIM
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